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Our Vision 
Nutrien’s safety vision is Everyone 
Home Safe, Every Day. Achieving 
our safety vision is an ongoing 
journey, not a destination. It takes 
all of us showing up, caring and 
taking action, each and every day. 
Nutrien recognizes vulnerability, 
psychological safety and mental 
wellness as critical safety, health 
and environmental elements we 
continue to improve.   

 

 
 

Our Strategy 
To achieve our vision, our safety strategy focuses on 
enhancing and integrating a Culture of Care across Nutrien 
by demonstrating deliberate, principled behaviors and 
actions. Our Culture of Care demonstrates care for 
ourselves and each other, includes all levels of the 
organization from our Board of Directors to our individual 
sites, and extends beyond Nutrien to our communities, 
growers, contractors, industry members and other 
partners. 
 
We integrate our Culture of Care through formal policies 
and systems, goal setting, and never settling for the status 
quo. 
• Integrating safety through policies and systems: Safety 

and wellness are integrated into our operations 
through our Code of Conduct, SHE Policy, safety vision 
and strategy, and SHE Management System elements 
including global, operating segment and site standards. Our SHE Management System outlines the 
expectations of our global operations and provides tools to support a positive, proactive, risk-based 
structure for company-wide execution of our safety strategy. The system is a framework for 
consistent protection of employees, contractors, environment and assets. Its structure reflects the 
uniqueness of each site and operating segment by assessing risks and controls based on each specific 
workforce, operation and geography. We promote continual improvement as we advance our 
business and explore technology adoption, industry best practices and learning opportunities from 
operations. 

https://nutrien-prod-asset.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/uploads/2023-02/Code%20of%20Conduct_ENG_2022_EXTERNAL.pdf
https://nutrien-prod-asset.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/uploads/2022-06/SHE_Policy.pdf
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• Setting goals and targets: Nutrien’s Environmental, Social and Governance (“ESG”) goals and targets 
include several workplace health and safety targets that support our 2030 Commitments and drive 
progress towards the achievement of our safety vision. To maintain focus on each operating 
segment’s unique risks and needs, we set annual safety targets at the corporate level that are 
combined with operating segment-specific safety goals, which cascade further to facilities, regions, 
divisions and sites depending on business structure. We set targets each year for both leading 
(proactive) and lagging (reactive) consolidated safety indicators, which are tied to executive 
compensation. Learn more in the 2022 Proxy Circular. 

• Never settling: Though we recognize successes and performance, we can never stop focusing on 
safety. We can always be better and perform work safer as we evolve trust, accountability and 
responsibility for ourselves and others. We continue to enhance company-wide programs for common 
activities across Nutrien while evolving specific practices to target key safety risks unique to each of 
our operating segments. 

 

 
Safety is a core value at Nutrien, and nothing is more important than the safety and well-being of our 
employees, our contractors and the communities we serve. Ensuring safe operations and keeping 
employees and contractors safe are essential elements of delivering strong business performance. Strong 
safety standards and programs help us maintain our reputation as an industry leader and responsible 
employer while reducing our legal and financial exposure. 

To lay a strong foundation for SHE, we use comprehensive management systems and analytical tools, 
build common beliefs around safety, promote proactive safety practices, and focus on serious injury 
prevention.  

SHE Management System 
The Nutrien SHE Management System provides a framework, direction, governance and tools which 
support our collective goal of excellence in safety, health, environment, and process safety across our 
operations and supply chain. Nutrien is continuing to integrate legacy company standards in the 
development of a consistent Nutrien SHE Management System. We have committed substantial capital, 
technology and Human Resources efforts to lay the groundwork for a collaborative, consistent 
enterprise SHE management system. 

https://www.nutrien.com/sustainability/strategy
https://nutrien-prod-asset.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/uploads/2022-04/2022%20Nutrien%20-%20Management%20Information%20Circular.pdf
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SHE Policy and Standards 
Nutrien’s SHE Management System is a collection of SHE standards 
supporting safe work across our organization. Nutrien recognizes the 
diversity of our business considering season, customer, operation, 
market, change and human capital. As a result, the SHE Management 
System offers empowerment for specific operating segments, 
regions and facilities to evolve specific standards aligned to their 
needs from the consistent baseline of policy, management system 
elements and global standards. 

SHE Policy: Our Safety, Health and Environmental Policy is active 
and endorsed at all levels of Nutrien, focusing on commitment, 
care, and protection of people, environment, community and 
customers. 

Elements: Key themes of Nutrien’s SHE Management System include leadership and commitment; 
competency and training; risk management; incident management; emergency management; change 
management; information management; and continual improvement. 

Global Standards: We have established Life Critical Global Standards for activities where potential for 
serious injury or fatality exists in Nutrien operations or industry such as confined space, engulfment, fall 
protection and energy isolation. Global Standards are also in place providing direction, expectations and 
stewardship for incident notification, serious injury and fatality classification, process safety management, 
injury and illness recordkeeping (OSHA) and crisis management. 

 
Business and Operations Standards: Our operating segments and operations supplement global 
requirements with standards, programs and performance expectations necessary to manage the risks 
unique to their operations. 

Site Documents / Standards: Our individual facilities implement standards and procedures, and augment 
these with system controls necessary to manage the risks unique to their site and activities. 
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Governance, Roles and Responsibilities 
 

 
The Board Safety and Sustainability (“S&S”) Committee has responsibility for the highest level of oversight 
of Nutrien’s activities as they relate to sustainability. This oversight includes the ongoing monitoring and 
development of the Company’s ESG strategy and incorporates topics such as safety, environmental 
stewardship, health (physical and mental), climate change-related risks and opportunities, cybersecurity, 
and data privacy, among others. 

Under the oversight of the S&S Committee, Nutrien’s Executive Leadership Team (“ELT”) has the 
responsibility of ensuring our material ESG- and climate-related risks are being appropriately addressed and 
for performance related to ESG strategy, commitments and targets. 

Some key groups that play an important role in the management of SHE-related risks include: 

• Enterprise Risk Management: responsible for establishing frameworks and facilitating processes to 
support risk identification and assessment across the entire organization.  

• Executive ESG & Strategic Issues Committee: responsible for the materiality assessment of ESG 
issues, oversight of risk mitigation for ESG matters, and developing appropriate ESG-related 
disclosures and communications to stakeholders. 
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• Corporate SHE Committee: provide oversight of the SHE strategy for the care and protection of our 
people, environment, community and customers. Safety, health, environment, process safety and 
product stewardship are key areas of focus for the Committee.  

 
Measurement, Communication, and Continual Improvement 

Nutrien measures actual and potential safety performance using industry-recognized safety metrics such 
as Potential Serious Injury or Fatality (PSIF), Lost Time Injury/Illness, Recordable Injury/Illness, Restricted 
Work Injury/Illness and Medical Treatment Injury/Illness and our environmental performance by 
tracking our GHG emissions, other air emissions, water use and waste generation. Measuring and 
reporting our SHE Metrics supports and validates our continual efforts to eliminate serious injury and 
fatality, improve safety, reduce environmental footprint and, where possible, eliminate impacts targeting 
technology adoption, process improvement, substitution and other risk-based actions. 

Externally, we share our safety and environmental performance through the annual publication of 
Nutrien’s Annual Reports and ESG Reports. Internally, we use a variety of communication methods to 
regularly share safety and environmental information. 

 

Alignment with Regulations and Standards 
Nutrien’s SHE Management System currently exceeds the minimum legislated requirements and 
industry expectations, and leverages learning and best practices from legacy organizations, industry 
members, associations, and legislation. 

Examples of alignments include (not limited to) state and provincial requirements, Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration (OSHA), Center for Disease Control (CDC), Canada Labour Code (CLC), 
Occupational Health and Safety Australia, The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), and 
Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA). 

 
Environmental obligations align with state and provincial requirements in addition to the EPA and 
Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC). 

 
We leverage industry learning and guidance from sources such as American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI), Canadian Standards Association (CSA), American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), 
American Petroleum Institute (API), and the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA). 

 

Application 
The scope of our SHE Management System includes: 

 
• Nutrien production operations and business facilities 
• Suppliers, service providers and contractors 
• Other key business partners (for example, non-managed operations, joint venture partners, 

licensees, outsourcing partners) 

https://www.nutrien.com/investors/financial-reporting
https://www.nutrien.com/sustainability/esg-portal/esg-document-hub
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Focus Areas 
As part of a holistic, consistent approach, our SHE management system includes: 

 
• Safety: employee and contractor 
• Health: employee mental health, wellness, injury, case management and return to work 

arrangements 
• Environment: climate, chemicals, water, air, waste and tailings, soil, biodiversity and 

remediation 
• Process safety: management, process hazard analysis and mitigation 
• Product stewardship: regulatory compliance, chemical classification, supply chain risk, 

environmental and sustainability impacts, safe use information 
• Chemical and physical security 

 
Contractor Management 

Contractors are responsible for a significant number of Nutrien work hours and are managed at 
multiple levels by a cross-functional team of Nutrien employees. To ensure our contractors align with our 
safety and environmental expectations, we conduct an initial screening using combinations of internal 
legal, operations, procurement, insurance, safety and environmental review and leverage tools such as 
ISNetworld and measure performance at the site level. 

 

Mergers and Acquisitions Diligence 
A cross-functional team of environmental, safety, legal, and operations conducts SHE diligence related to 
mergers and acquisitions to explore, identify, evaluate and report on real or potential risk(s). 

 
 
Our Actions 

The Nutrien Way defines how we “do” safety. It is our daily 
playbook and action plan to support and sustain our Culture of 
Care. The Nutrien Way is made up of programs and practices 
that any and every employee and contractor can engage in to 
make our workplace, homes and communities safer and bring 
our Culture of Care to life. 

The Nutrien Way is how we execute the interrelated 
components of our SHE Management System, and consists of 
the following core practices: 

• Leadership and Accountability 

• Employee Engagement 

• Structured Systems and Stewardship 

• Serious Injury and Fatality (SIF) Prevention 

• Programs and Initiatives 
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Core Practice: Leadership and Accountability 
In Nutrien, everyone is a safety leader, regardless of position. We are all accountable and have a part to 
play in keeping each other safe. We demonstrate integrity in doing the right thing. Here are some of the 
practical ways we drive and support safety leadership: 

a. Leader Visibility: People leaders set the tone for safety and health. We have high 
expectations for our leaders. They should be visible and engaged – showing that safety is a 
core value. Workers should feel supported in being able to work safely. 

b. Safety Leadership Coaching: We drive front-line safety through a supportive coaching 
model. Frontline leaders receive in-field coaching to improve their safety leadership habits 
to send more workers home safe, every day. 

We have numerous full-time Safety Leader Coaches dedicated to supporting front-line 
leaders in improving their safety leadership skills. Safety Leader Coaching is a blend of safety 
leadership professional development and in-field support designed to develop coaching 
behaviors that improve safety at the front line of our operations. 

We perform Crew Safety Leadership Feedback surveys across our manufacturing operations. 
The goals of the survey are to illuminate any blind spots with respect to our 15 Key Safety 
Leader Behaviors and to validate what leaders are doing well. Crew’s responses are 
compared to the leader’s self-evaluation, and an action plan is created to address any 
differences. 

c. Recognition: We celebrate safety done right. Positive reinforcement ensures we stay on the 
right track. Whether it’s a formal award program or a simple “thank you,” recognition is a 
powerful part of our Culture of Care. 

d. Psychological Safety: It is important that everyone feels safe to speak up with questions or 
concerns and that they can bring their whole self to work. Leaders are responsible for 
creating a psychologically safe work environment where diversity and inclusion are valued. 

e. Supporting Frameworks 

Enhanced Data & Analytics: We make informed, data-driven decisions to focus on the right 
things. We aim for transparency and collaborate to share insights. We continue to utilize 
and improve our online, centralized data management system for our operating segments 
to track, connect and analyze SHE data using leading and lagging indicators to measure 
performance. Our reports provide a clear, accurate and meaningful picture of how we are 
doing and enable decisions to keep us, our environment, communities, assets and 
information safe. 
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Nutrien explores and implements proactive, preventative and predictive measurements, 
behaviors and actions (inputs) which lead to successful outputs (injury, illness, other loss). 
Leading indicators act as warning signs to organizations permitting action to be taken before 
situations become incidents. Nutrien employs a comprehensive and integrated system of 
leading indicators at various levels of the organization. Process, equipment, systems, 
programs, training and behavior- based leading indicators form metrics across the 
enterprise. 

We aim to be one of the leading technology-driven companies for SHE in the agriculture 
industry. Nutrien’s SHE department includes Data Analytics and Information Digital Solutions 
(IDS) Teams who transform raw data into performance information and provide evolving 
diagnostic and forecasting support for evidence-based decision-making. To date, we have 
used this information to improve data consistency, efficiency and transformation providing 
insight to Nutrien on performance, risk, causation and potential harm. 

Responsibility & Accountability Framework: We hold each other accountable. No one ever 
intends to get hurt or cause harm. When it happens, we take a thoughtful approach to 
investigating the cause. 

Governance: We set high standards, often beyond regulatory requirements. We regularly 
audit and evaluate our progress – internally and externally. And we get leaders and teams 
engaged in solving any issues that come up. 

Community Outreach: The Nutrien Way involves outreach and connection. We engage 
workers and customers in safety. We also participate in industry councils and committees to 
advance safety for all. Nutrien SHE actively participates in association committees such as 
the International Fertilizer Association, the Fertilizer Institute, National Safety Council and 
Campbell Institute to share our challenges, successes, innovations and protections. 

 

Core Practice: Employee Engagement 
Engagement means everyone has a part to play and anyone can be a safety leader. We each 
contribute in our own way, by taking simple, positive actions, to help everyone go home safe, every 
day. Here are some ways employees and contractors can engage in safety:  
 

a. Stop work authority: Anytime you see unsafe work happening, you have the right – and 
responsibility – to stop it. Whether it means stopping a task or shutting down an entire site, 
we work safely or not at all.  

At Nutrien, stopping work is viewed as an important action to address an immediate or 
potential risk and not considered negative. Nutrien empowers and expects anyone at any 
level of the organization to exercise their obligation to stop work when they are unsure, 
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when work or conditions are unsafe, or to ask for clarification. Further, anyone who is asked 
to stop work is expected to be positive and collaborative. Stopping work includes in the 
office, on- site, driving and at home. 

b. Hazard Identification: We take time to work safely by assessing the job for hazards before 
work begins. Our operations have formal processes to ensure workers can recognize and 
mitigate hazards in their work.  

Hazard Identification is critical to Nutrien’s success protecting people, taking responsibility 
for our operations and proactively making our workplace safer for our employees, 
contractors, communities, customers and environment. Nutrien’s comprehensive hazard 
identification program includes personnel, interactions, behaviors, materials, equipment, 
environment and combinations. 

c. Peer-to-Peer Observations: When we look out for and support each other, more people go 
home safe. Observations involve seeing how others perform a task and helping them do it 
as safely as possible.  

Peer-to-peer observations are not intended to “catch” people doing something wrong. The 
intent is to reinforce strong behaviors, provide an objective view of work in progress and 
identify areas of potential risk for improvement. A variety of different tools exist to 
complete observations across the enterprise. Exposure Based Safety (“EBS”) approaches 
aim to understand the interactions between employee action and their environment, 
identifying and reducing exposure instead of focusing solely on injury reduction. 

d. Frequent and structured pauses: There is always time to work safely. Frequent and 
structured pauses are deliberate, short breaks taken during work activity, individually or as a 
team, to check in with ourselves, our coworkers and our working environment. This is an 
effective tool to maintain worker focus by assessing changing conditions and identifying new 
or missed hazards since work began. All Nutrien operating locations promote a program for 
pausing whenever needed. 

e. Team Engagement 

Safety Meetings & Moments: We talk about safety a lot – whether we’re gathered around a 
toolbox, a tailgate, or in a meeting room. Everyone can participate, share ideas, raise 
concerns, and celebrate each other’s safety wins. 

Daily Safety Updates: Everyone has a story to share. The Daily Safety Update shares 
inspiring stories and lessons learned from employees across the company. All Nutrien 
employees are encouraged to submit personal stories showing vulnerability and personal 
connection to safety, health and environmental issues. Positive and cautionary stories are 
shared by all levels of the organization on a daily basis for the purpose of building 
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collaboration and trust throughout the enterprise. Topics cover a wide range from personal 
examples of our Culture of Care, home safety, decision making, leadership, mental health, 
physical health and environmental protection to name a few. 

SHE Summit & Events: Once a year, all of Nutrien gets together to celebrate SHE. It’s a 
chance to hear inspiring successes on our journey and participate in meaningful 
conversations. The SHE Summit is an annual event that brings Nutrien together to discuss 
important topics in SHE, consisting of multiple sessions over the course of a week. We 
showcase and celebrate SHE across the organization, inspire viewers to engage in the SHE 
Culture of Care, and educate viewers on the diversity of SHE and Nutrien operations. 

Core Practice: Structured Systems and Stewardship 
We aim to protect our people, communities and the environment. We take process safety, product and 
environmental stewardship seriously. This means keeping chemicals contained and handling products 
safely. We set high standards and aim to meet or exceed regulatory requirements. Employee and 
communities can rest assured: Nutrien wants to keep you safe. 

a. Process Safety: Process safety focuses on reducing unexpected releases of hazardous 
materials or energy from piping and process equipment to protect people, the environment 
and assets from potential chemical exposures, fires and explosions. Nutrien employs a 
dedicated team of Process Safety Management (“PSM”) professionals, allocates resources 
and stewards to internal standards exceeding legislated minimums. The importance of PSM 
includes protection of people, environment and operation through identifying, evaluating and 
acting to prevent risk through process which could cause harm and enhances Nutrien’s 
reputation as a responsible company beyond compliance. 

Avoiding catastrophic events takes discipline, rigor and care. We have robust processes in 
place to ensure we operate safely and reliably. Highlights include: 

• Mechanical Integrity: We maintain our facilities and equipment to ensure reliable 
and safe operations. 

• Management of Change: We manage any changes by assessing possible outcomes 
to avoid unintended failures. 

• Action Item Completion: When we identify critical risks, we deal with them and follow 
through on important actions. 

• Pre-Startup Safety Review: Before starting any equipment, we ensure it is installed 
properly and safe to operate with an in-field review. 

• Process Hazard Analysis (PHA): Nutrien’s PHAs are a structured process to ensure we 
understand risks and how to manage them. 

Nitrogen and Phosphate: Process safety is critical in Nutrien’s Nitrogen and Phosphate 
facilities, which adhere to a systematic and comprehensive PSM program based on 
management commitment, understanding hazards and risks, management of risks, and 
learning from experience. Key focus areas for our leading indicators include procedures and 
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competency training, change management, and mechanical integrity. Our PSM program 
ensures that our facilities are well-designed, safely operated and properly maintained 
throughout the lifecycle of the facility. Nutrien’s focus on process safety is particularly relevant 
at our facilities that produce ammonia-based fertilizers. Ammonia is toxic if inhaled and has 
the potential to be flammable or explosive. A release into the atmosphere could impact 
employees and contractors on-site as well as our surrounding communities. 

 

b. Environmental Stewardship: At Nutrien, we aim to be caring stewards of the environment. We 
commit to minimizing waste and managing our use of air, land and water responsibly. We 
assess, prevent and manage incidents, and conduct due diligence, assurance and remediation. 
We build trust through transparent reporting and public engagement. And we set ambitious 
goals to lead on sustainability and footprint reduction. 

 
c. Product Stewardship: We aim for safe and secure products, every day. From responsible 

development, sourcing and manufacturing, to secure storage, transportation and distribution, 
to safe and sustainable use – we are committed to stewardship throughout the product 
lifecycle. We aim to minimize risk and maximize benefits – for health, safety, the environment 
and society. 

Nutrien’s SHE Management System integrates product stewardship-related topics of 
regulatory compliance, chemical classification, supply chain risk, environmental and 
sustainability impacts, and safe use information. We have a product stewardship management 
standard that guides our activities. Our approach in the fertilizer manufacturing sector has 
been recognized under the International Fertilizer Association Protect and Sustain program. 

d. Other 

Continuous improvement teams and safety committees: We have continuous improvement 
teams and safety committees located at every production site, who are empowered to 
address topics such as SHE, PSM, plant reliability, technology, turnaround and conduct of 
operations. 

Training and competency development: Safety training is a core method for building 
experience in safe environments. Nutrien’s central Learning Management System (“LMS”) 
includes hundreds of programs related to business, SHE and operations which can be 
assigned to employees or taken optionally as development.  

Some examples of training initiatives include: 
• Training simulators: We have implemented process simulators at all our ammonia 

production plants for initial and refresher operator training. The simulators are also used 
to design and test process control changes before operation.  
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• Virtual reality training: Nutrien’s Potash operating segment is currently testing virtual 
reality training in concert with Saskatchewan Mining Association Members. The training is 
entry level and designed for practical application. Additionally, our Potash operations 
employ a virtual reality sounding (technique designed for detecting loose material) and 
scaling (technique for removing loose material) demonstration program. Sounding and 
scaling is vital for maintaining safe underground mines, and training in virtual reality 
permits participants to work in a safe space where learning from success and challenge is 
paramount. 

• Ammonia training: Anhydrous ammonia (NH3), a pressurized liquid, is one of the most 
hazardous products we produce and distribute. Across our North American Nutrien Ag 
Solutions business, nearly 4,000 employees at 600 locations handle close to one million 
tons of NH3 each year. Our SHE team designed comprehensive, in-house NH3 training 
tailored to the needs and protection of our North American Nutrien Ag Solutions 
employees to complement our Operating Standards Manual, including e-learning modules 
for NH3 handling. Nutrien’s industry-leading ammonia safety training program was 
recognized by the National Safety Council® in 2021. Learn more. 

• Canada training facility: Construction of a new state-of-the-art training facility for Nutrien 
Ag Solutions employees in Canada was completed in 2021. The facility allows the Canadian 
SHE department to develop and host training sessions for employees across Western 
Canada, including the advanced anhydrous ammonia course and other life-critical, hands-
on safety training courses. 

• LMS Integration in Australia: Our Australian Nutrien Ag Solutions operations have 
embraced Nutrien’s central LMS while considering their unique business and regional 
needs. Examples of training categories include driving, traffic and transport, incident and 
emergency, chemicals – dangerous goods, and hazardous substances, while role-specific 
training includes that related to livestock, real estate, water and wool.  

• AgVet chemical safety: In Australia, Nutrien Ag Solutions developed a Best Practice Guide 
for the Management of Agricultural and Veterinary (“AgVet”) Chemicals as a valuable 
reference for our staff. It includes information on AgVet chemical properties and risk, 
industry best practices, minimum expectations, storage and segregation requirements, 
emergency management, sale and transportation guidance, and more. The Best Practice 
Guide, along with training materials for our operations, was developed in collaboration 
with industry and regulators. 

Storage Safety: Nutrien’s retail and distribution network includes significant amounts of 
product in storage. Our retail and storage facilities follow industry best practices, including 
ResponsibleAg in the US and Agsafe in Australia. The primary storage safety responsibility is to 
monitor that all chemicals stored in the warehouses are appropriately segregated and handled. 

• Ammonia storage: Secure storage of ammonia products is critical because a product 
release could cause a safety hazard in the local area. All large storage facilities have 
fencing, alarm systems and surveillance cameras. 

https://www.nutrien.com/what-we-do/stories/ammonia-training-program-wins-national-safety-award
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• Fire prevention: Some fertilizers are highly flammable. To prevent fires at our storage 
facilities, we conduct fire risk analyses to determine the locations with higher risks of 
fire. We also review our emergency response plans with local responders annually to 
confirm that they are aware of our flammable products and where they are stored. 

• Engulfment prevention: We implement engineering and administrative controls to 
prevent engulfment, which refers to being surrounded and overcome by a granular or 
liquid substance. Controls include appropriate design of product storage buildings, 
installing effective barriers, restricting access to stockpiles and maintaining procedures 
for safely accessing product. 

Product Transport Safety 
Nutrien maintains a complex supply chain that uses rail, truck and marine transportation to 
move our products from our production facilities through our network of distribution facilities 
to our end customers. We conduct our transportation activities in accordance with regulatory 
requirements as well as an integrated approach that includes additional focus on the safety 
and environmental protection of the communities where we operate.  
• Rail: Nutrien ships both raw materials and finished goods by rail, in a fleet of railcars that 

are either owned or leased. Ammonia is transported in specialized pressure tank cars that 
help prevent releases in the event of a derailment or high-impact incident. Nutrien has 
nearly 700 railcars that exceed the highest industry specifications (for example, extra thick 
steel, reinforced shield). To help prevent non-accidental ammonia releases (“NARs”), we 
require our facilities and carriers to conduct railcar inspections and preventive 
maintenance and enforce strict loading and unloading procedures at our facilities. Nutrien 
is a leader in the safe handling of hazardous materials by rail and has been recognized as 
such by multiple North American railroads. 

• Trucking: Nutrien hires trucking companies to transport our products from our production 
facilities to our manufacturing customers and distribution network. Our practices to 
manage safety during truck transport include a screening process with annual review, 
certification verification, safety data sheets (“SDSs”) and detailed records. 

 

Core Practice: Serious Injury and Fatality ("SIF") Prevention 
Our goal is for all employees and contractors go home safe, every day. We have a specific focus on SIF 
prevention. Personnel at our sites are encouraged to identify hazards to prevent serious injuries and our 
facility teams focus on eliminating these hazards. This could involve changes to facilities, procedures 
and/or the use of technology. 

 
 

a. SIF/PSIF Elimination: Safety and production go hand-in-hand – and we do not put profit ahead 
of safety. Preventing serious and life-altering incidents is possibly the most important work we 
do. Across our diverse operations, we are constantly assessing the safety of our highest risk 
work. We collaborate across the organization, sharing ideas and lessons learned to prevent 
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incidents. 
 

Here are some of the key elements to our SIF prevention efforts: 
 

• “SIF-in-the-Routine”: We recognize the dangers of routine work and losing focus. Nutrien 
has an award-winning approach to assessing routine daily tasks for risk. We fight 
complacency and continually improve our efforts. 

• SIF Prevention Projects: Preventing serious incidents is an “all hands-on-deck” activity. All 
workers are encouraged to share their ideas and solutions to remove significant hazards 
from the workplace. We challenge the status quo of “it’s always been done this way” to 
make things safer. 

• Incident Investigations: When an incident - or potential incident -  occurs, we find out why 
it happened and how to fix it. We share lessons learned to prevent it from happening 
again. We track corrective actions to completion. 

• Innovation: We aim to work smart and continually iterate and improve how we work 
safely. We are always adopting new technologies to prevent serious incidents. These 
include smart devices, remote or uncrewed systems, exciting in-house innovations and 
more. 

• Life Critical Standards: With big risk, comes big responsibility. Everyone needs to 
understand the risks in their work. We rally our resources and share expertise to align on a 
common approach to serious risks.  

Nutrien’s global Life Critical Standards recognize specific hazards needing focus across our 
operating segments and are included in Nutrien’s corporate SHE Management System. 
Aligned to current industry risks for potential SIF, Life Critical Standards are a strong 
baseline of action with the expectation of operating segments to further integrate 
eliminations and controls as well as identify further Life Critical Standards for their own 
operations.  

Our Life Critical Standards guide how we mitigate our nine most hazardous tasks, namely: 

1. Mobile equipment proximity 
2. Confined spaces 
3. Engulfment prevention 
4. Energy isolation 
5. Fall protection 
6. Hoisting and rigging 
7. Hot work (includes welding, cutting, grinding, and other operations that have the 

potential to cause fire, explosion, injury or other damage when using heat or 
generating sparks) 

8. Line break 
9. Ground control (specific to Potash mining) 
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SIF Elimination recognition: Nutrien’s Nitrogen and Phosphate operations established an 
awards program for recognizing significant efforts to eliminate PSIF conditions. Each site 
submits their PSIF identification, evaluation and elimination actions to leadership who 
evaluate and communicate actions across the sites to ensure best practices are shared 
around the Company. Quarterly, sites are recognized for their projects and annually, Nutrien 
leadership formally celebrate the accomplishments of all sites and select one SIF Elimination 
Champion for the year. 

Nutrien’s Augusta, GA Nitrogen operations have taken SIF elimination to heart by establishing a 
cross-functional SIF Team for SIF identification, evaluation and action. They identify hazards 
related to tasks, near misses, incidents, industry information and conversations with 
employees, including those from procedural drift, complacency and routine work. The SIF Team 
performs quantitative and qualitative assessments involving subject matter experts and two 
objective personnel from outside the area being evaluated. The SIF Team also trains workers 
across the site to engage them in SIF identification, evaluation and action.  
 

b. Heavy Mobile Equipment 
Heavy mobile equipment refers to large haul trucks, bulldozers and other equipment used for 
open pit mining in our Phosphate operating segment. Because we can have up to 60 units 
active on a site at any time, there is risk of equipment collisions. At our Aurora site, more than 90 
percent of mobile equipment has proximity detection sensors to help equipment operators 
avoid objects in their “blind spot”. All heavy mobile equipment operators working at mines 
receive safety training and must conduct a 360° walkaround – a visual inspection of the area 
around a vehicle – prior to operating it. 

c. Rail Safety: Phosphate Operations instituted a specific “Rail Safety” standard across all 
operating sites as a proactive focus addressing potential risk. The Phosphate Rail Safety 
Standard combines learning from Nutrien experience, subject matter experts (internal and 
external), industry, associations and other sources. Components include expectations, 
regulations, rules and guidance for planning, preparation, inspection, shipping, flagging, 
switching and communications which enhance our SHE Program. In addition, Phosphate has 
identified PSIF situations before they become incidents, applied resources and taken actions to 
correct them. 

d. Driving Safety 
With Nutrien’s large fleet of trucks, forklifts, tractors, and fertilizer and seed applicators, driving 
safety remains a top priority, especially in our Retail locations, where most drivers are based. 
Nutrien has various measures in place to support safe driving practices. These include defensive 
driver training, as well as telematics devices to provide feedback on safe driving habits. 
• Trailer safety: In 2021, Nutrien Ag Solutions Australia embarked on a campaign focused on 

smaller vehicles towing trailers, for example, pickup trucks and trailers with electric brakes, 
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to identify hazards and common risks and to train operational effectiveness. SHE and 
operations professionals held field training across multiple locations to help drivers 
understand compliance, limitations, electric brake set up and use, emergency break-away 
systems, and general vehicle combination operations. 

• Load securement: A key component of driving safety is securing all materials and equipment 
during transport, whether situated inside the vehicle cab, carried on a vehicle or transported 
by trailer. Unsecure loads can create hazards for our drivers and the public if they fall during 
transport, protrude into roadways or impact vehicle stability. In 2021, our Australian retail 
operations focused training and communications on load securement, including best 
practices, shifting loads, vehicle containment structure, planning, vehicle selection, 
maximum dimensions permitted, projections, weights, securement devices and compliance 
for safe transportation. 

• Forklift safety: Our team in Greely, CO applied the automation technology used with 
bulldozers at our Phosphate operations at their Nutrien Ag Solutions facility. Two of their 
forklifts operate in areas where stacks of totes and boxes reduce visibility and create 
dangerous blind spots. In 2021, the team outfitted each forklift and each employee with a 
safety sensor. Now, whenever a forklift and an employee are near each other, the sensors 
light up and audible alarms go off for both parties. Site visitors are also equipped with 
sensors when touring the facility. 

 

e. Underground Mine Safety 
Nutrien’s potash is produced from underground mines, which present specific risks including 
ground fall, fires and water inflow that require mitigation. 

 
Preventing ground fall: Ground fall, when rock falls from the roof into the mine, poses a risk to 
workers and equipment by potentially disrupting ventilation and blocking critical emergency 
escape routes. We mitigate ground fall risks by ensuring appropriate mine design, adhering to 
robust hazard recognition and remediation processes, and providing specific training on ground 
fall hazard recognition. 

 

Preventing fires: We follow strict safe work practices, including requiring hot work permits and 
emphasizing hazard recognition. Nutrien’s mines are designed with underground refuge 
stations, and fire alarm, detection and suppression systems to mitigate fire risk and impact. All 
workers are trained in our emergency response plans and we hold fire drills several times each 
year. Each site has trained emergency response teams and equipment (for example, fire trucks 
and emergency hoists) that can also provide aid to other mining sites. 

 
Preventing and managing water inflow: Underground potash mining has the potential to 
encounter water-bearing geological features that can result in water entering the mine (that is, 
water inflow). Inflows are not uncommon in conventional mines and the risk is mitigated by 
thorough exploration (for example, 3D seismic, surface drill holes) before mining activities 
commence, and the use of responsible mining practices during operations. 
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Nutrien’s Cory, Lanigan and Vanscoy, SK mines have minor water inflows. Work to fully 
characterize and manage these inflows has been focused and sustained. To manage inflows, we 
use pumps and pipelines to divert the water flow away from active mine workings and out of the 
mine. To date, these inflows have had no impact on potash production. 

 

Potash: Our Process Safety and Integrity Management (“PSIM”) program, with Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (“OSHA”) process safety principles adapted to potash mining, 
continues to guide our process safety approach at all Nutrien potash mining sites. We continue 
to use robust risk-based inspection techniques. We combined techniques from electrical, 
mechanical and structural disciplines into a single platform to monitor those inspections are 
performed regularly and repairs are made promptly. Our intent is early detection and 
prevention of unplanned down time and potentially unsafe occurrences. 

f. Technology adoption 
• Drones: Drones are used in many Nutrien operations to reduce risk exposure and gain 

valuable intelligence about our operations in a short period of time. Across the enterprise, 
aerial drones improve our ability to assess gypstacks, ponds and elevated work areas such 
as exhaust stacks while eliminating the risk of working at heights. Use of underwater drones 
at our Trinidad Nitrogen site eliminates the risk of putting divers into a heavily trafficked 
area to inspect saltwater intakes. Footage including video and still photos is transmitted to 
our personnel for evaluation, action (if needed) and record keeping.  

• Remote control: Our Aurora, NC Phosphate mine has removed equipment operators from 
higher-risk mine areas through their remote-control bulldozer program. This system 
includes sophisticated software that monitors the grade of the terrain ahead and identifies 
avoidance zones. It offers improved visibility, with cameras that provide a 180-degree front, 
back and bird’s-eye view of the ground level conditions, along with lighting that reveals a 
greater field of vision for improved day and nighttime operation. Operators have reduced 
exposure to environmental elements and ergonomic strain. Learn more. As part of 
emergency response, our Cory, SK Potash mine rescue teams can use remote-controlled 
fire extinguishing equipment on tracks to rapidly cool and extinguish fire from a safe 
distance and perform fast clean-ups. 

• Hazardous materials software: Nutrien Ag Solutions in the US implemented new hazardous 
materials highway transportation software in 2021. The software is aligned with 
enforcement agencies and improves consistency, data capture and alignment with 
necessary hazardous material transportation requirements. Increased structure and 
consistency of hazardous material documentation and vehicle marking requirements helps 
to reduce risk, improve compliance and enhance efficiency. 

• Thermal imaging: The use of infrared cameras to identify areas and components of an 
electrical system in need of further inspection is a proactive initiative by Nutrien Ag 
Solutions to ensure the safety and health of employees and contractors. Hot areas 
identified are potential failure, fire or other risk points which can be caused by loose 
connection, improper installation, overload, unbalanced loads, damage, defective 
equipment, or other malfunction. Identifying issues before they become incidents 

https://www.nutrien.com/what-we-do/stories/cat-for-dozing-aurora
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enhances our overall safety, aids in preventative maintenance, and permits measurement 
and improvement while ensuring continued operations. 

• SDS QR codes: Quick and easy access to up-to-date product information can be challenging 
at times and is crucial if needed for appropriate handling, use, transportation, storage and 
potentially emergency response. Nutrien Ag Solutions’  Australian operations now use 
Quick Response (“QR”) codes to access product SDSs. Individuals can use their mobile 
device to scan the QR code, receiving instant information related to the product and 
providing a continuous match between systems for customer as well as employee access. 

 

Core Practice: Programs and Initiatives 
Tried-and-true base business practices keep our facilities safe. We rely on these practices as the 
foundation of our day-to-day efforts. They ensure our operations are executing the key work that has 
been proven to keep us safe and sustain our Culture of Care. 

• Site Assessments: We seek feedback on what’s working, as well as what’s not. Site 
assessments help leaders understand the effectiveness of their SHE programs. These include 
incident prevention, leadership and employee engagement. We’re then able to identify what 
“good” looks like and share best practices across the Company. 

• Asset and Facility Care 

– Housekeeping: Good housekeeping boosts both safety and productivity. We take care 
to keep our sites neat, orderly and free of hazards so that work flows safely and 
smoothly. A clean site is a safe site. 

– Planned Inspections: It’s important that our fail-safes are ready and in working order, 
when and if we need them. Inspections cover safety showers, fire extinguishers, ladder 
integrity, forklifts, and more. 

• Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Things that “haven’t happened before”, happen all the time. We actively prepare for 
unexpected emergencies. Our network of experts provides training, planning, testing and 
simulations for site readiness. We partner with local emergency and support services, to 
ensure we’re protecting ourselves and our communities. When the day comes, we’ll be 
ready to respond. 

Emergency preparedness plans are in place and regularly tested at every Nutrien mine, and 
fertilizer production and storage facility. Our approach is to be proactive, operationalized, 
risk-based and fit for purpose. We have emergency response teams at all production 
facilities who are regularly trained and drilled on site-specific risks using simulations and live 
scenarios. Nutrien also has a central support team who provide subject matter expertise to 
site emergency teams related to preparedness, forecasting, equipment, training, response 
and risk. 
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Protecting the community members where we operate is a top priority for Nutrien. Nutrien 
facilities work with local and regional emergency management services regularly to plan 
responses, communicate change and participate in drills or exercises. Many Nutrien sites 
engage as active members in Local Emergency Planning Committees. Regular testing of the 
emergency response plan occurs throughout the year and, to the extent possible, includes 
local emergency response teams as well as community members. We provide the public 
with toll-free phone numbers to report any concerns. 

As an example of our emergency response preparedness, Nutrien’s new, state-of-the-art 
rescue truck for our Saskatchewan Potash operations has significantly increased miner safety. 
If a power outage or similar incident temporarily strands miners underground, Nutrien has a 
backup exit system in place to get workers to the surface safely and quickly. The new custom-
built system can be set up in a fraction of the time compared to the previous system and has 
numerous enhanced safety features. It is housed in a central location, ready to serve Nutrien’s 
Saskatchewan Potash sites, as well as those of our competitors, should they need assistance. 
Learn more. 

• Health and Mental Wellness: Mental and physical health matter just as much as safety. A 
Culture of Care means we foster an inclusive and psychologically safe workplace, where 
you’ll be supported. We are continually improving the resources and services available to 
Nutrien employees.  

Nutrien supports mental well-being and understands the value of workplace mental health. 
We are committed to improving our responses to mental health concerns, investing in 
mental health supports, and reducing the stigma that isolates and prevents employees from 
leveraging available mental health resources. 

• Culture Pulse Check: The purpose of these conversations is to gauge people’s perceptions of 
safety culture and quality of interpersonal interactions around safety. It is not an evaluation 
of procedures but an objective discovery conversation about how our organization feels 
regarding site SHE. Team members from SHE visit sites and conduct informal interviews with 
staff in a psychologically safe space to determine how various aspects of safety culture are 
going based on people’s perceptions. Different individuals may have very different 
experiences or perceptions, and it is important to identify where perceptions do not match. 

• Safety campaigns: Nutrien participates in and hosts industry-wide and internal safety 
campaigns focused on areas such as burn awareness, distracted driving, community, home 
safety, electrical safety, and mental health and wellness. Across the company, year-end 
performance and “fresh start” (new year) presentations are developed and delivered to 
employees, contractors, and other partners to reinforce safety messages. 

• SHE Health Index: Specific evaluations completed by our SHE Professionals in field and 
through documentation review which are completed across the operating segments. Leading 

https://www.nutrien.com/what-we-do/stories/new-rescue-truck-raises-bar-safety-potash-sites
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items evaluated include understanding and working with business and site leadership to 
evaluate and address the expansive set of indicators below. 

 

– Leader time in-field 
– Engagement onsite 
– Coaching program (training) 
– Coaching program (in field) 

– Site Leader Reviews 
– Safety in Community 
– Serious Injury and Fatality (SIF) Prevention 
– SIF Elimination Projects 
– Job Hazard / Risk Assessment (site / job level risk assessments) 
– Second line supervisor coaching 
– Engagement 
– Exposure Based Safety (some sites) 
– Mental Health 

– Wellness 
– Psychological Safety 
– Process Safety Management actions (if applicable) 
– Standards 
– Environmental actions 
– Site initiatives 
– Training 
– Investigations 
– Integration of Culture of Care 
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